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		The concrete-filled double skin steel tubular (CFDST) structure
	
		is a new type of steel-concrete composite structure. It inherits the
	
		advantages of conventional concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST)
	
		structures, including high strength, good ductility and durability, high fire resistance and favorable constructability. Moreover,
	
		because of its unique sectional configuration, the CFDST structure
	
		has been proved to possess higher bending stiffness and better cyclic
	
		performance than conventional CFST structures. In addition, the
	
		use of CFDST structures could lead to lighter self-weight with less
	
		concrete consumption and a reduction of the foundation cost.
	


	
		This design guide is based on the limit state design philosophy and
	
		is fully compliant with all the current Eurocodes. It covers the selection of materials, design of the CFDST structures, design of joints,
	
		fire protection requirements and practical construction issues. It will
	
		be a valuable guide for practicing engineers who are interested in
	
		the design of CFDST structures. Following the principle of sustainable development, the publication of this design guide is expected to
	
		exert positive effects on the application of CFDST structures.
	


	
		Finally, the authors would like to thank and acknowledge the contributions from Mr. You-Xing Hua, Dr. Chao Hou, Dr. Wei Li, Dr. Kan
	
		Zhou and Dr. Therese Sheehan in preparation of this design guide.
	
		This is the first design guide on concrete filled double skin steel tubular (CFDST) structures. It addresses in particular CFDST structures with plain concrete sandwiched between circular hollow sections, and provides the relevant calculation methods and construction provisions for CFDST structures.

	
		These inherit the advantages of conventional concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) structures, including high strength, good ductility and durability, high fire resistance and favourable constructability. Moreover, because of their unique sectional configuration, CFDST structures have been proved to possess lighter weight, higher bending stiffness and better cyclic performance than conventional CFST. Consequently CFDST can offer reduced concrete consumption and construction costs.

	
		This design guide is for engineers designing electrical grid infrastructures, wind power towers, bridge piers and other structures requiring light self-weight, high bending stiffness and high bearing capacity.
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Best iPhone Apps: The Guide for Discriminating DownloadersO'Reilly, 2009
If you want to load your iPhone or iPod Touch with some interesting apps, odds are you'll be overwhelmed by the number of choices at Apple's App Store--all 35,000 of them (and counting). What you need is a reliable guide to the best, most useful, and most entertaining iPhone apps, concisely cataloged and described. Well, look no further, because...
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Blue Pixel Guide to Travel Photography : Perfect Photos Every Time, ThePeachpit Press, 2005
When it comes to learning how to take great travel    photographs, who better to learn from than the pros whose work    graces the pages of all those travel magazines and brochures    you've examined longingly? These are exactly who    you get as instructors when you purchase this bookthe    world-famous...
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Taming The Big Data Tidal Wave: Finding Opportunities in Huge Data Streams with Advanced AnalyticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	You receive an e-mail. It contains an offer for a complete personal computer system. It seems like the retailer read your mind since you were exploring computers on their web site just a few hours prior….


	As you drive to the store to buy the computer bundle, you get an offer for a discounted coffee from the coffee shop you...
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Vision-based Pedestrian Protection Systems for Intelligent Vehicles (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	Pedestrian Protection Systems (PPSs) are on-board systems aimed at detecting and tracking people in the surroundings of a vehicle in order to avoid potentially dangerous situations. These systems, together with other Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) such as lane departure warning or adaptive cruise control, are one of the most...
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Visual Studio 2012 and .NET 4.5 Expert Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Put Visual Studio and .NET together and the results are empowering. With over 40 recipes in this Cookbook you can learn to integrate them both to achieve unparalleled results in applications that are in tune with modern technologies.


	Overview

	
		Step-by-step instructions to learn the power of .NET...
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Unity 2017 Game AI Programming - Third Edition: Leverage the power of Artificial Intelligence to program smart entities for your gamesPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Use Unity 2017 to create fun and unbelievable AI entities in your games with A*, Fuzzy logic and NavMesh

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore the brand-new Unity 2017 features that makes implementing Artificial Intelligence in your game easier than ever
	
			Use fuzzy logic concepts in your AI...
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